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Per Host (center) recording a Choco Indian flutist in the house of Choco Indian
medicine man Gajego (left), for the Archive of Folk Culture; the upper Sambu River,
on the border of Panama and Columbia, October 1949.
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Introduction
The American Fo (:entr's Archive of Folk Culture at the I.il)rar ni
(:ongress houses one ()Utile largest collections of ethnographic documenta-
tion in the tvorld, protects these matt.riak for the ttsc of future generations,
and makes them at inhibit. to resarchers interesiecl in the stuck- of culture. Its
holdings encompass all aspects of folk music. dance, narrative, arts, and
material culture of all nations.

Ethnographic collections are multi-hit-mat. tuytiblkhd, created works
that document cultural groups. Such collections may be broad or narrow in
scope, and large or small in silt. (:ollections currently in the Archiv e of Folk
(:ulture iniv, consist of a feet recordings, such as the John Gregory Bourke
(:ollection of nine tVaN cylinder recordings of Nlexican music- made in 1893,
or hunch eds of ccot-dings and thousands of photographs such as the
Pinclands Folklife I >t ojec t wide] taken 1)N the Folklile Center in 1983. Rut all
the collections there document creative aspects of traditional [(ilk culture.

()lien collet too sot others (in( hiding the 1.ibtarN of (:ongress) di as- on the
material in the Art hive of Folk (:tiltut e to create published Ivorks. 1)111 the
collections theinsel\ es remain unpublished. Collections occasionally in-
clud cop% righted material. but are not tistialIN copyrighted a whole.
Neverth less. the American e ( :enter regarclsethitogriyhic collections
its created storks. (:ollec tors make le( isions about the scope, content. and
arrangement of material that are respected %viten the American Folklife
(:entt takes change of it. lore than just the fielchmtes, recordings. and
photographs should esen ed. The ( :enter attempts to maintain the
original, intent oil the c ()Hector in the ot gani/ation and pi esentation
(01 the «tile( lion.

If vote ale the «impilt :)1 ( at etakei of a ( ()Ile( lion \skit mater ial pet min-
ing to I et Intomusi«ilog opologY, cultural history, or
so( iolinguistit 5. tuts ma% \sisli to place tout «illec-tion in the uteri( an
Folklife Center's .\rchiye of Folk (:ttlture. lit contril)uting to this national
lpository. you gill make your collection aailahle for students, retie chet s,
t du( .nuts, tnd the people of the c ultutal gt ()up too studied. four collection
tall bet )111e pat III a national legac%, fin dieting Testa rc on cultural groups
and preserving and sometimes helping t() resume cultural licritage. II your
olie( lion materials ai e fragile, vast will provide lot- their c are and safekeep-

ing
Ihis booklet pro\ ides .1 pt ac tic al guide I ot those interested in «mtribut-

mg mate] ial to the .1tulMe of Folk ( It explains the legal implications
of giving a collection to the 1 .il)ritrY of Congress and describes liov to

gani/e, label, and do( 'intent the material before transfer. It also includes
ad% i« on limy collectors can protect ethnographic materials in doir twit
keeping, of stole them prior to sending them to the I.il)rary of loupes.
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Placing a collection in an archive requires care and forethought. The
contributor must choose a repository appropriate to the contents of the
collection and the best of several possible methods of placing it there. The
next section will provide information that will help vou considei whether
your collection might be appropriately placed among those in the Archive of
Folk Culture.

Acknowledgements
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tained within have been tried in archival practice and in the field. I would
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Recording equipment transported by John and Alan Lomax in the trunk of their car
when they went on collecting expeditions in the 1930s. Both father and son served as
head of the Archive of Folk Culture.

The Archive of Folk Culture
I h Archive of Folk Culture tut, c ratcd in 1928 aN the Archi of Amyl-it an
Polk Song. Housed in the Music Division of the Library of Congress, its
ouginal purpose was io establish a national collection of documentary
manuscripts and sound recordings Of American folksong. International
materialswere acquired almost [tom the beginning. howetel , and ill 1955 the
name was changed to Arc her of Folk Song.

Over the years the collection grew to include material on all aspects of
folklore in all types of media (including manuscripts, photographs. video-
tapes, film. and recordings). hi 1976. Congress stablislud the American
Folklife Center to preserve and present American lolklife- and placed it at
the I.iln ary of Congress. The Ai( line of Folk Song became part of the
\merit an Folklife Center two years late!, and in 1981 its name was changed
to Archive of Folk Culture.

Imlay the Archive contains well owl- one million items in over two
thousand separate collections. At least 25 percent oldie holdings come from
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abi odd, tshilr mei 20 pelt en t document non-Lnglish-language naditions in
the United States. For instance, the Archive houses the earliest sound
recordings of the now-extinct Ona and Yahgan peoples of Tierra del Fuego
in South America (Charles Wellington Furlong Collection). The diverse
collections include folklore, folklife, sociolinguistic, anthropological, and
ethnomusicological materials.

The collections in the Archive of Folk Culture are used in various ways:
The Chitimacha of Louisiana have used recordings in the Archive to recover
samples of their language (Morris Swadesh Collection). Collections of early
African - American music recordings. such as the Jelly Roll Morton Collection,
document the musical traditions that gave rise to jail. and rock and roll and
have been used to trace the change and development of these traditional
Thrms. In addition, the collections of important researchers provide a
historical record of their particular contributions to their fields. The I .larold
C. Conklin Philippines Collection, for example, documents the work of the
theorist o ho developed cognitive anthropolog-v.

searchers studying peoples, customs, and languages use the Archive
colic tons as source inat..rial in their research or as a foundation for
fieldwork of their own. The Archive played a prominent role in the revival of
interest in folk music that began in the late thirties and peaked during the
si:.ties. Performers and artists continue to find material that inspires their
work and provides aesthetic tics to earlier artists and traditional styles. For
e> ample. actor Waterston used the Archie's collections of early dialect
recordings to develop a nineteenth-century Kentucky accent for his televi-
sion pot traval of Abraham Lincoln. Producers of radio, television, and
motion pictures make use of the collections in their productions. Recordings
from the Folklife Center's Italian-Americans in the West Project Collection,
for instance, were played in a radio broadcast 1w the Voice of America.

The American Folklife Center provides access to its collections through
ielcrencecopiesofrecordings .visual materials. and manuscripts, available in
the Folklife Reading Room. Visitors IllaV also listen 1w appointment to
archival copies (that is, originals or preservation duplicates) of field and
commercial sound recordings in the Libran's Performing Arts Reading
Room.

Duplicates of collection materials are of ten requested ht researchers.
While permitting public access to virtually all of the materials in the Archive
of Folk Culture, the American Folklife Center endeavors to protect the
proprietary interests of collectors and pet-limners. As a federal institution,
the Library of Congress has no proprietary interests in its own «illections,
excepting in those compiled by federal employees as part of their duties.
Performers ova the rights to their performances, regardless of t 'wilier that
performanc is published or copyrighted. and collections as whole works are
the creations of the «illectors who compiled them. The Center's policy
dictates that duplicates of collection materials, unless restricted bs the donor.

8 11



maN he ptu ChaSed b\ a I eSeai Chet lot pi hateate Use Ate! an ,ippi opt late f
is completed. Researchers who wish to copy materials for publication,
however, must obtain letters of permission from performers (or their heirs or
other interested parties) and sometimes from collectors.

Usually. field collections may be copied for broadcast or museum use
providing the user gives credit to tile "Archive of Folk Culture in the
American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress" and the appropriate
collectors, performers. and institutions of origin (if other than the Library of
Congress). Again, letters of permission mav be necessary.

If necessarV, C011eCtOIS may choose to 1111po,C additional con(iltiOnti on
their collections. But the Archive of Folk Culture is it public repository
dedicated to serving researchers. Collections with materials requiring nar-
rOWIV restricted access IllaV he lc:Ferrell to other repositories. In all cases, the
Center hopes to reach an agreement with contributors that will both protect
the rights of those invoked in creating the collection and provide reasonable
access to those snicking or presenting the materials.

If %on decide to place Your collection in the Archive of Folk Culture, you
should contact the American Folklife Center, Acquisitions Unit, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. 205-10-8100, phone: (202) 707-1725: fax: (202)
707-2076. A member of the acquisitions staff will help you to determine

!ether the AITIliVe is the ,Ippropriate repository. If the material does not
match the Center's collectin, needs and policies, the staff member may be
able to refer you to a more appropriate repository. particularly when the
collection has a local of regional orientation.

Offers of collections should he made in writing, even if the initial contact
is made in person or by phone. You will be asked to complete a "Potential
Acquisition Data Sheet" to provide impohant information about Your
collection (see Appendix. page 26). You should also consider what type of
contribution you wish to make, and the following section is provided to help
you make that decision.
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Items from the Literatura de Cordel Brazilian Chapbook Collec-
tion (AFC 1970/002) ready for processing. To date, approxi-
mately five thousand chapbooks have been collected for the
Library of Congress by its Rio de Janeiro office.

Types of Contributions
t he n ail Folklil :rid! acquit es collec .s 1) several in,ins: gift.

hange, loan fot dtplication, purchase, transfer, and cop\ right deposit.
I he ac quisitions stall can help OI1 (ICide V.111(11 ontriblition catgory is

most suitable for %mu one( non. l'otir needs for access to the materials. tax
onsidei adults, and the condition and value of the material should all 1)c

taken into at c omit.

Gift: \ gift is an um ompensated donation of material. (:ills 111(' 1.11)1alA

()I Male! talc that not Olt' nl iginal creations of the donor are generally tax
dechic tihle. I he Library, litnevei , does not provide evaluations of donated

ials, or ad% ice concerning lax regulations. Donors should seek the
ulti(e of dieh cnSii 1,1\ (min

13
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Exchange: I his method applies pt inc 1path to «tile( turns ontamung sound
or visual recordings. Two kinds of exchanges at c possible. Archives,
libraries, and other institutions wishing to increase their holdings may
exchange copies of their collections fOr copies of materials in the Archive of
Folk (:tilture. 1-he second type of exchange is for individuals who want to
contribute their collections but need to retain copies of the material for their
own use. Such donors may give original recordings to the Archive in
exchange fOr copies.

Duplicates of recordings made for exchange arc of high quality and may
serve as a substitute for the original. An exchange provides a copy for the
donor's reference use and protective storage at the Library of Congress for
the original collection. Because the Library must pay fOr duplication services,
exchange agreements may depend on the availability of duplication funds.
Because an exchange' copy is considered "compensation" by the IRS, ex-
changes are not tax deductible.

Loan for duplication: This method also applies primarily to collections
containing sound or visual recordings. If you wish to retain the original
recordings in a collection, von may lend them to the Center. The recordings
will be duplicated and returned to you. As with exchanges, the process of
making exchange copies requires time and funding. limy quickly a loaned
collection is copied depends on its sire, its condition and arrangement. the
availability of processing staff, and the prior obligations of the Library's
Recording Laboratory. For tax purposes a loan is not considered tax deduct-
ible.

Purchase: 0« asionally, the Center purchases collections offered for sale if
the material is of particular importance and other means of acquisition are
not available. The funds for such put chases, hom.ver, are extremely limited.

Transfer: The Center accepts appropriate collections transfet red from other
federal agencies.

Copyright deposit: This arrangement only applies to those planning to
copyright folklore-related material. \Alien material is sent to the Library of
Congress Copyright Offi«e in fulfillment of copyright registration deposit
requirements, it is sometimes transferred to a special collection such as the
Archive of Folk Culture. Since the Archk. consists primarily olunpublished
materials rather than the finished, edited products authors or periOrillerS
misr,ht wish to copy right. copyright deposit is primarily a means of adding
publications to the Folklife Reading Room and to the Library's general
collections. In special cases, however, copyrighted collections of fOlklore
material may be acquired in this way.



Archivist Stephanie Hall examines recordings in the Paradise Valley (Nevada)
Folk life Project Collection (AFC 1991/021 ) in the climate-controlled storage area for
Folk Archive materials. Acid-free card-file boxes contain audio cassettes; reel-to-reel
tape boxes are numbered and stored vertically.

Preparing a Collection for the
Archive of Folk Culture

( )1)". """111(1 the 1.ihr"ry hare "greed th"1")")Ilecti" should 1w placed
in the Ail hive of Folk ( and the terms of it anslei ring die «)Ilec
ha been (loci mined, \ on must ))lepale the«illection fur transfer. (In some
(a...(,, your villinglis, to carte out certain procedures
of acceptance Rut the follmsing recon,:ond,Mons, for
otganiting and labeling kill also facilitate the care and use of collections von
'keep ourself or offer to other rpos..tories.

Arranging, skit ins;, and presenting inixed-mi mat collections to rese;tt h-
rs in a compuiensil)1( \\.ay poses special problems lor .,trcliics. The
Centel's ability to maintain a ullec in a !flannel that relic( is the
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011( c tot s intent and xpe I rent (1pnds lai ;4(.15 on the < aI e 55 ith 55 Ill( It the
(011C( 101 has aSSCIIII)led and 1 ()I eNallIp1, ll1 111101 111.111011
needed lo identify the subjects of photographs or the voices of participants
on sound rem' clings must he written c1o5):11 or the unidentified photographs
and recordings will never be useful to researchers. Over time. information
omitted before a «illetion is transmitted to the libritr5 \ill become impos-
sible to reco5 cr. Contributors should observe. the foll()15 ing procedure's ill
preparing to submit their collections lor the Archive Folk (initial..

DOCUNIENTING 'HIE COLLECTION

\\'11".11 IO 111(.111(1C:

A. l .ctict . cullectiun ()Here(' to the Library should be precedecl 1)5 a
fetter summit! iiing its pie pose and contents. The letter should describe:

I. Ilse 15 pe 01 (1011',Ii011 you 5Vish 10 Milk( (gift. loan, etc.), as well as
.1115 0111C1 011 wish 1101C(1 Or ol)SIACd ((lilICS 1)5' 5t1li( 11
10;111(.d I CC ordings must be 1.1.1111 ned I() 5011, 1.01 CV.11111)1,

2. Conditions that differ [Font the Center's standard access and
duplication poll( ie,. if an\ (a explained p. fit. a111)5 Flies must
also be Slilld ill 551 king.

3. II %MI are the collector, a statement about voursll. \ our intuit
mem in the collet lion, and \ out ;littlest in the subjec t treil it (1\ cis.
11 cm ale contributing a collection compiled 1)5 someone else, any
.1111 ()filiation toll 11,15(.' .1111)111 111(.' COI1CCIOV and a CICs( (If VOIll
I 551111 111(' collet U>r and 111('

B. Potential Acquisition 1)atit Sheet. The collection's title. creator(s).
sponsoring institutions, dates, locations. itild histort purpose and goals
of the project: pul)lications or programs resulting [tom the projt
lot :inmost of additional copies: and it 1)1.1(1 summary of the «intents of
die collection. Also requests technical information on formats and equip-
mnt used. as 55ell as the quatitit5 and ( ondition of material. A copy
()I this form has been inc luc(' in the 11)1)(IldiX IO this 1)1'0(11111'.

11'0111 1 Wain C11011, 111111CS of illIIX4'5VI'S,
m)1111d recordists, 1)110i0g1.11)11CI'S, and Vide, .-,1,11)11el's, if km Avn. !mimic
also Illy IlaIlll's and acich csscs (11 II1C pei 101 111CIS SIII1jC( IS SO
that the Center or rescarchei s ( an contact them tor permission to
duplic ate or publish, 55.11(1(.5.r necessary. If You are unable to include
these, let its kno5.. limy I useat lie; s ilia\ coma(I the appropriate panic's
for perinision.
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C Documentation mate, ials Items that maN help to desci the 01 list the
collection's manusciipts, i ee of clings, ind gi aphic materials (such as
fieldnotes, recoi ding and photo logs, pelformei blow aphies, release
forms, or other correspondence with performers and interviewees).
Include also articles, press releases, grant proposals or descriptions,
brochures, fliers, files on computer diskettes, and other related informa-
tion. If you are donating an older collection on behalf of the original
collector, it is especially auportant for you to send all the information
You have about the collection.

SHIPPING COLLECTIONS

if Nott are shipping a large collection to the Center, take appropriate
precautions to protect the materials. Include a card with the address of the
Center and your return address in the box. If the container is damaged
during shipment, this may prevent the collections from being lost. Use heavy
duty strapping tape to secure the boxes. Write the box number and the
number of boxes you are sending on each container (ie, "Box 1 of 2," "Box
2 of 2").

17
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VP444-z,

Linda Sudmalis works at a computer to arrange and inventory materials
from the Folklife Center's Ethnic Heritage and Language Schools
Project Collection (AFC 1993/001). On and near her desk are boxes
of curriculum material collected by the project's research team.

Arranging and Numbering
the Collection

The arrangement orate collection gives it meaning. A careful ordering of
materials, one that reflects the purpose, context, and progress of your
project, can facilitate duplicating and cataloging. The final arrangement of
a collection also helps researchers to locate information and appreciate it in
terms of the collection project.

15 18



It is always best for the collector or someone well acquainted with the
collet lion to place it in order. If the collection was made by someone other
than yourself. (as with an older hod of material), you may he one of the few
people who call determine a useful order.

Unorgani/ed collections must be thoroughly studied and arranged by the
archivist. Poorly arranged collections take much longer to process and this
delays their availability to researchers. Please provide a logical, thoughtful
arrangement of your materials before sending them to the Center, and make
your arrangement clear by labeling and numbering the materials. Again,
such organisation mall be requisite to the Library's accepting your collection.

A straightforward chronological arrangement is often uselitl. Other
possible ssstnts 'tide alphabttical arrangement by participants or group-
ings by type of dent. You can use a combination of them:options if that seems
most appropriate to thc material. For instant sou !night arrange recordings
and photographs c hronologicall, but group administrative mollusc ripts by
stthject category or type (such as planning doe uments, correspondence,
publications, logs, fieldnotes, publicits, etc.). If Your collection includts
materials !Font mote than one distinct protect, arrange each projet t's
material separately. it more than one collector participated in the project,
mark each collector's materials with his or hr name.

Number the materials using an appropri,.te ()I Bering system. It is often a
good idea to accompans a ehronologic al arra tigetnt.ti t with a simple, sequen-
tial nunthering SVSiC111. GiVe each SC1 (II 111(lia its CAVII numbers. A simple
ssstein fort collection consisting of slides and tapes includes arranging items
chronological's, and then numbet ing the slides. "slide I, slide 2, slide 3.' and
the tapes, "tape tape 2, tape 3.- l'se a soft lead pent it (no. I 1 or an indelible
pen lot mat king on paper labels and boxes. Fot marking other formats, see
the instructions that !calms.

Number file folders ot boxes sequential's: !older I, fol(...1- 2.
and box I of 5, box 2 of 5. etc . 11 von use a combination of letters and
numbers, be sure the lettet s and numbri s cannot be confused (lot.
example, avoid using a lower case letter "I,- which may he mistaken for a
-4111e," OF all upper case "0,- whit II ratan 1)( mistaken for a "/cro-). Asoid
giving two items the same numbt and. sylienes et possible, asoid giving "A-
mid "Ii designations kw It as 2, 3, 1. IA, 113, 5). This c an he confusing and
lad to misnumbei ing 01 miscounting. Use a «,usistcnt numbering system
throughout.

You may geed to ust a more complex numbering system that more closels
SIIiIS sour 0%11 Itwan-It or fieldwork needs. For instance, the American
Folklife Centel (.shish employs teams of lieldsvot ket s \s ho make le«it dings
and lake photographs at different lot adults simultaneously) muses a system
that int lodes: ( I ) the project's identifying initials; 12) the lielcIsvorker's

(:i) an abln es iation designating the lot mat of the material; (1 )

19



sequential number (e.g.: 1.1T-DD-R012 means I.owell Folk life Project,
fieldworker Doug DeNatale, Audiotape Reel (112).

Such systems arc perfec th acceptable, so long as they can be easily
understood. Please include an expianation of your numbering system,
particularly if it is complex or idiosyncratic.

Former Federal Cylinder Project specialist Erika Brady duplicates a wax cylinder
recording from the machine to her left, using the tape recording machine to her right.

Instructions for Arranging Specific formats

AUDIO AND VIDEOTAPE KEA OliDINGS

I .al)cling audio anti vith.() cassettes and tic II boxes 'with basic iulormation
about the recording is essential. Re sure to include technical information
abort the equipment used to make the recording, the recot ;ling speed,
sound specifications (such as stereo, mono, dolby. .), and format (beta
videotape. tout -track stet co cassette. CI( .1. Reel-to-reel tape boxes should 1w
labeled anti t length of identifying leader attached to each tape if possible.
This helps in preserving as well as identifying the reels. Label taps and boxes
1. ith the tape ntuItbcI, date, plat e, informant and /cm c.vent, its appt (yriatc.
Fot collectots. it is also a good idea to voicc basic information onto the
beginning of each rec orcling in the field (date. place. Your name. info( mart's
name, event or teeolding situation).

2 0
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A wax cylinder recording of American Indian music made by Frances Densmore. Early
sowid recordings require special handling and preservation.

The Center may require a different numbering system for audio and
video recordings than you use for your own reference. Collectors often use
only the date to identify tapes. But this may prove confusing if you make
more than one tape on that date. Csing performers' and interviewees' names
alone may also prove confusing since the collect0r may go back and record
the same person at a later time. The Center usually duplicates recordings in
the order indicated by your numbering scheme. Moreover, material on two
or more audio tapes in your collection may well be duplic ated onto only one
ten-inch preservation reel for the Archive. If your original audio tapes are
copied to the Archive's preservation reel out of order, the confusion will be
perpetuated. For these reasons, it is important to mark the tapes so the
correct order is clear. A simple sequential system usually works best.

Logging, or summarizing. the contents of your audio and video record-
ings in a simple outline is highly recommended. This will help you to find
useful material for your own research or production work. This log helps
Center archivists in arranging and providing reference aids to the collection.
It will also, of course, prove invaluable to future researchers.

At the top of the log sheet, list the tape's number, followed by date(s),
names of 1 ecoi dists, informants. and, if possible, audience members,
place(s), and event (s) documented (e.g., church supper, interview). For the
body of the log sheet, list the contents of the recording: summarize subjects
discussed 01 events documented, list titles of songs or stories, and provide any
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Color slides numbered and keyed to a photo log sheet for
identification. These are housed in slide sleeves, ar-
ranged in slide pages, placed in acid-free envelopes, and
then in boxes. The boxes are stored in nwnerical order
in a cool, dry environment.

other information that may help describe the recol dings. list this informa-
tion in the order in which it was recorded on the tape. If you can, note the
timing of each segment or section. Please indicate the beginning ()reach side
of audio tape. If one side of an audio recording is blank or unplayable,
include this information on the log.

When possible, include translations or glosses of any foreign-language
material (song titles, folklore genres. subject matter, event names). Transla-
tions of whole texts are welcome but not required. Double-check to be sure
the information on the tape log matches the information on the tape and/
or tape box (especially the tape number ). It is not necessary to make full
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Four-by-five black-and-white negatives housed in polypiopyiene negative pages and
an anged in a bindei. When handling slides, negatives, and other ft agile material use
white cotton gloves to protect items from fingeiptints

transci iptions: however. if %oil do have transcripts. please include thtin with
the ct

ii von write your logs on computer diskettes, please send us 1)0111
printed :10(1 tliskttte copies. The Library can convert from various formats,
but we prtkr [)OS files in ascii if available. Sec the section on computer
diskettes below.

Storing and shipping recordings: If \ou 1)1:111 1(1 till/IT the recordings for
an extended time before sending them to the 1 .il)ran, place thcin in clean,
labeled boxes. Sun c talks ups iglu in a t lean ea that is neither too warns 110r
lu() humid.

Storing recordings hi damp basements or hot attics causes irreversible
damage. fold% tapes are often impossible to salvage iutd the mold spores they
illT\ IllaN endanger other collection materials. A hot storage place causes

tapes to wan), the magnetic co ling to flake off. and the magnetic informa-
tion to bleed and blur, t.vt.iititall% rendering the recording implavable. The
Center %%ill not a«.ept moldx or heat-damaged recut dings 11111CNS the% possess

immense historical oft tiltural altit and the LibritrY's Re«iicling Laboraton
is able to lean and present. them.

21)
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Shelve audio and video tape in a cool, dn. environment. A rule of thumb
is that if vou are comfortable, your tapes are comfortable. Avoid storing tapes
near magnetic fields generated by electronic devices such as motors, tele-
phones, or magnets.

When mailing open-reel recordings. it is a good idea to tape the tail end
of the tape to the outside of the reef This keeps the tape front unraveling
during shipment. Do not tape the tails down For storage, however. since this
will prevent the true from expanding and contracting with tempt.' attire
changes.

Place the collection in appropriately sited boxes. Boxes should be sturdy
and small enough to lift easily. Tapes are heavy and may shift during
shipment. If they arc packed loosely or in too big or too fragile a box. they will
destroy the box. Fill empty spaces with soft packing material to pi event the
tapes from shifting.

ARCHAIC RECORDING FORMATS (E.( ;., DISC, CYLINDER, WIRE, PAPER !Apr)

It is especially important to document collections containing older for-
mats. The Library attempts to make preservation tape copies of recorded
material in fragile or archaic I ormats as soon as possible after they are
received. Rehire the recordings are ( ()pied, howeyer, they must be identified
and placed in ordel 'dike modern tapes. old recordings should not be
played bc161e they are duplicated, as each playing diminishes the quality of
the recording. Therefore, if you do not arrange and identify the recordings,
they mar be copied in the wrong order. If You are able to arrange the
recordings in chronological or some other order, please do so.

Closely examine disc sleeves and labels. cylinder boxes, wire spool boxes,
and paper or acetate tape boxes for information about the recordings. You
may find dates. notes, an& or initials sci at( hell or written in these places. 16u
or someone else connected with the collection may be able to read and
explain such notations. For example. you stay know that the letters -CNI"
scratched on a disc means that the recording was made with a carbon
microphone, while the archivist might not be able to determine such
information. II you ate unaware of the colitents of the recordings, however,
do not plat them in order to pi ()side identification. (lasing older recordings
HMV endanger them, and duplicating them in the wrong order is preferable
to damaging them irreparabk

Contact Center personnel for ,Mice about placing numbers on old
recordings. In some cases, a penciled number in an inconspicuous place is
best; in others, ,t masking tape numbet applied to the tee of ding's box of
skew will suf lice.

Old let ordings are ft agile. Spec ial clic must be taken in preparing them
for shipping, and each (Unevent type of re« tilling huts its own needs. limn
have any questions, «intact the Center for advice on packing and shipping.
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MANUSCRIPTS

The Center accepts written, typed, or ephemeral collections relevant to
the field of folklife, as well as manuscript documentation of multi-format
collections. When donating manuscript materials that document collections,
include fieldnotes, fliers, published references to your collection, work you
have written about the collection (published or unpublished), legible lecture
notes, press releases, correspondence with informants.(including envelopes
containing names and addresses), letters of permission, and inventories. If
von wish, you may donate good-quality' copies of these materials rather than
originals. Please send us diskette and printed copies of any manuscripts you
have in computer files (see the section on computer diskettes below). Weed
out multiple copies of manuscript material, leaving no more than two copies
of items. Extraneous material that is not part of the collection should also be
removed.

Put the manuscript materials in order: by page number, in the case of a
long text; by date, in the case of correspondence, for example.

Provide a general list of the manuscript materials. Indicate if any of the
material is copyrighted (for example, articles or theses). If possible, translate
tides of foreign-language material. Number the pages of unpublished
written materials such as tape logs, fieldnotes, and theses. Logs and
lieldnotes should include the number (s) of their corresponding recordings
and /or photographs.

Older manuscripts must be handled with care as they may be fragile. Do
not fasten them together with paper clips, attempt to repair them with tape,
or put rubber hands around them. If you plan to store them for an extended
time, put them in acid-five folders and/or boxes.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Arrange, number, and label the items, as described above. The Center
recommends soft (no. 1) lead pencils for numbering both photographs and
the envelopes housing photographs, since inks and solvents in inks can
migrate and damage the images.

logging: Log your visual images. At the top of each photo log sheet,
include a heading that lists the roll number, page number, or range of item
numbers, followed by the photographer's name, inclusive date (s) , place (s),
and even t(s) documented (e.g., church supper, interview). Next, briefly
describe the images. List image numbers, followed by names of subject s, and,
if not noted he lore, the specific date, place. and event photographed.
Double-check to be sure the information on the photo log matches the
information On the items themselves (especially the numbers). Again, if
you write these logs on a computer, please include both printed and diskette
copies with the materials You send.
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Slot mg. If mu plan to sum e the photoglaphs fin a time beim e phi( mg
them in the Archive, house and store negatives and prints separately. Remove
negatives and prints from the glassine sleeves provided by photographic
developin,g- companies; these are too acidic. Place negatives, prints, and slides
in uncoated polyethylene. polypropylene, polyester, Or acid-free paper fold-
ers or sleeves. Store prints in flat, acid-neutral boxes. Negatives should he
stored in special sleeves and placed in binders. Or von may place them in
upright boxes, so that they stand on edge. Metal filing cabinets are accept-
able, but wooden ones are not. The storage environment should be cool,
dust-free, and neither too humid nor too dry. Here are some additional tips
on working with specific visual formats.

These black - and -white prints stored in acid-free envelopes and boxes, numbered,
and cataloged in a database for identification and retrieval.

Prints: I abel the back of eat it photo using a soft lead pencil (no. I ). Re
tire to plac the face of the photo on a clean, hard surfac e when writing

on the back. Include names of subjects 01d the photographer. place,
ex cm documented, and date. If the pt int is too small of h agile to hold all
this information. at range the photos carefully and describe each photo
(along with its number) on a sheet of paper. Or you may enclose each
photo in a separate, labeled envelope (first. write on the envelope: then.
insert the photo).
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Slides: If %oil ate (ttributing- only a few slides, nunther each slide on its
paper mounting [I aine. If vou are donating tnam roll~ of Slides, 111.11111)er
each box. You may al.-e> want to mark the 1)oxes with a general description
of the subject mattei. :\ii alternative to 11'1'111)cl-61g boxes of slides is to
plat e the slides in slide pages. which arc available at most photographic
shop,. NVe cominencl rigid slide. pages or uncoated polctlivIene or
pol\ opvlene for sale. storage. In this case. number each page of slides,
rather than each roll.

Notice that most slides processed by commercial companies have the
date and slide number printed on the mounting I ranee. You may use these
dates to help Sou pia( e the rolls ii: chronological order.

'se the. slide number it von need to refer to an individual item in a 1)ox
(a page of slides (e.g., -Slide number 1(1 of box number 3 was pul)lislic(l
in the 1)ccenthet. 1989 issue of the pmultal of ;Inter/ ca l.'olklore," or "Slide 15
on sii page number 20 shows the collector with her recording e(luip-
ment).

Negatives: Each roll of negatives should be numb« ed on the negative
riielope or 51(.0.5 and the e of responding number Nritten on the back of
he prints sheet. Soft pencil is best for marking envelopes and

la Mts. Number emelopcs before placing a negative inside to avoid
damaging the plum igraph.

Notice that there are item numbers printed mulct each image on the
negate film. I hese numl)rs may be used if you need to refer to an
Inch\ idual image (e.g., -Negative number 12 in roll number 2ti is the best
image of a dam ('I in traditional c ostimic-).

Inc hale prints of the negatives von (foliate. For black-and-white !leg:I-
mes, a contact sheet IllaN suffice.

Fil

\I hinge. number. :Ind 1:11)el the items in the manner described in the
set lions alio\ e. Log films ha cas% access to contents. Provide technical
idol 111.0111)11 about the images and so itind. in( hiding the type uul format of
equipment used. 12(.111(1111)r that the most «minion equipment used bouts
ma\ bee time obsolete. in a few years. so give all the technical information you
t an about the ha mat.

II the film Was made before ))(1, Soil should check with a professional to
den.' mine %Itther it is cellulose nitrate. (:ellulose nitrate film requires
spy( ial ( e, sine e it IN unstable and CXII.CIIICIV Ilanunable

Sint(' IiIni in al «)(/1. (11111.01InICIn. RCP'S should housed itl
11n11.1111CIN. SIWIC Iilnl reels flat.
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COMPUTER DISKETTES

Like audio tapes, computer diskettes are magnetic recordings. Read the
advice fOr donating sound recordings for information on arrangement,
numbering. and labeling. Be sure to take special precautions when labeling
diskettes. You may wish to consult the manufacturer's instructions (5 1 /-f-
inch floppy disks. for example, should not be \\linen on except with a soft-
tipped marking pen).

A printed list of the files included on each diskette should accompany
each one. Be sure to include inhumation about the brand of computer used,
software used. and the operating system of the computer the diskette was
made on (CPNI. DOS. OS/2, Macintosh, ['nix, etc). If the disk type is not
printed on the diskette. include this infiirmation as well (double-sided
double-densitt , single-sided double-density, double-sided high-density, etc.).
Computer software and hardware change rapidly. It may be impossible to
retrieve information from Your diskettes without such technical descriptions.
If you are sending word processed files in DOS and are able to convert Your
files to ascii, please include both a word-processed and ascii version of each
file on the diskettes. Ascii is the easiest format to retrieve and use.

Include paper print-outs of the data on the diskettes whenever possible.
If the collection is extremely large (as with a diskette version of a book or
dissertation draft), vou might just print the tables of contents, indexes,
introductort materials. and/or title pages. Paper copies of these materials
will make processing the collection easier and make introductory informa-
tion readily at ailable to interested readers.

Diskettes must he protected from dust and possible sources of magnetism.
Do not allow metal paper clips to come in contact with the diskettes. Never
pla« them near telephones. scissors, speakers, or kitchen magnets. 1)0 not
put rubber bands around groups of diskettes to keep them together. You mat
tt ish to use applopilitte diskette boxes to organiie and store the diskettes. An
inexpensive alternative is an appropriately sued plastic bag. Use boxes,
diskette mailers. or padded mailing bags to mail the items to the Center.



Appendixes

NYFENTIAL A(:QL'ISIT1()NS I)ATA

1. Lender, donor, or other source

2. Address, phone number

3. Type of acquisition

4. Material. or equipment supplied by Lil)rarY of Congress?

5. Quantity and format, including duration

6. Physical quality.

7. Collector(s)

8. Sponsor(s)

9. Equipment

10. Nature of ()inject and reason for collection

11. licscription of contents (who, what, where, Yvlien) including sound

quality?

12. ()rganitation of collection, including !mune of identification, labeling,

.in(l arrangement

13. Nature of accompanying documentation

1)atc of availabilitY. (and, for loaned material. return)

15. N1aterial or monetary requirements of dome, lender, or other source

16. Type of access or restriction (if any)

17. Availability of addresscs of performers and other interested parties

IS. Incation and nature of oilier copies (present or futur): are any of these

of permanent archival (ptality?

19. 1)111)lications based on collection (historical. current, or future)

20. Nature of materials enclosed or otherwise examined by staff

21. ()tiler remarks, including unusual or outstanding characteristic s

22. Place of examination or interview

23. 1.)ate

2-1. Folklile Centel staff member

29
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FIELDWORK SAMPLE DATA SI II.11.11

Number

Corresponding to: 'rape No. Photo No.
Video No. Other

Collector:
Circumstances of interview

Name of informant:
Address:

tip

Others present at interview (names and addresses)

Place and date of birth:

Family information.

Site of familv (names and ages) :

Ethnic heritage (mother's and father's):

Generation of informant:
(Date of informant's, parents', or grandparents' immigration.)

Circumstances of immigration: (reasons)
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Activities in mai\ e country:

Migrational experienc and travel (l .S.A. and elsewhere):

Education, apprenticeship, and training experience:

Occupational c x pc ience:

Church or religious affiliation:
NIcuil)ership in organiiations (civic, social. (qc.)

Special interests, skills, and hobbies:

Important events (luring life (civic and personal):

Folklore awl traditional materials in info' mant's repertoire (use additional
Brief (less ription of gem e of tpe of pelf ormance):

I n f o r m a n t s commentary can pet for iiiai

\\lien does he or she perform it=

l i t h e ande it c u nisi a n cc
I %sheen, tchete, and from whom did he of she learn if?

Additional observations 1-> lieldworker (character of informant, contact
\\ill) mass media and modem tcotid, pei %mud opinions and 1( dons that
restilftql from or influenced the itit(Tvicc):
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AUDIO TAPE LOG

(:01.1.EC1'OR TAPE NO.
TAPE TITLE (INFORMANT OR EVENT)
CORRESPONDING DATA SI WET NO.
P110' O LOG NO. VIDE() I.()(; NO.
FIELDNOTES (DATESOROITIERRETRIEAL NO.)
CASSETTE___REEL-TO-REEL___REEL SIZE _CASSETTE SIZE (in
minutes) MONO STEREO
SPEED: 7 1/2 3 3/1 I 7/8 13/ Iti SIDES: TRACKS

INTEIZVIE \V DATE TINI
PI .ACE OF INTERIW(S)

SEATING AND CIRCUNISTANC

FOLKLORE RECORDED

ADDII IONAL NOTES

TINIE OR NI I IZ
R.11)ING
(OPTIO NAL)

TOPIC S1'MNIAR1'

TOPIC INFORMANT
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VIDEO TAPE LOG

COLLECTOR TAPE NO.
TAPE TITLE (INFORMANT OR EVENT)
CORRESPONDING DATA SHEET NO.
PHOTO LOG NO. AUDIO LOG NO.
FIELDNOTES (DATES OR OTHER RETRIEVAL NO.)
FORMAT

INTERVIEW DATE TIME
PLACE OF INTERVIEW(S)

SETTING AND CIRCUMSTANCE

FOLKLORE RECORDED

ADDITIONAL. NOTES

TIME OR METER
READING
(OPTIONAL)

TOPIC SUMMARY

INFORMANT
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PHOTO IA)G

COLLECTOR FORMAT
CORRESPONDING DATA SHEET NO.
TAPE LOG NO. VIDEO LOG NO.
FIEI.DNOTES (DATES OR OTHER RETRIEVAL. NO.)
INTERVIEW/VISIT DATE TIME
I OCATIONS
SETTING AND CIRCUMSTANCE

TOPIC ANALYSIS

FRAME NUMBERS SUBJECT

*U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1995.0.384-682
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